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ABSTRACf
The purpose or this study is to evaluate the properties of the hybrid
perticIeboerd made from Acacta ant 01 Palm Trunk and to evafu8Ie the
efrecl8 reein contMt and wood ratiO on the~ properties. Thfa etucfy
mBII"" using Acacia (100%), then Aca::iI + 01 Pam Tnmk (50%:50%) and
01 P8fm TruM (100%). This study used the middle '*' from boll tpedeI and
the target density was fixed at 65OkgIms. Twenty seven board were produces
for test phyIicaI and mec:IwMcaI properties every sample to achieve t&'get
den8Iy 850 kgIrnJ. The resin content or bo8rd were 7%, 9% and 11% n
Phenol Famaaldehyde resin (PF) was the resin used. AI Plop8f1ies tested
were the beeed on the European StIIncB'd (EN).On the mechInicII
properties, from of the three wood ratio, 100% Acacia show the highest value
for Modulus of Rupbn (MaR) from 11% resin content wlh 15.2 MP8 end the
IaweIt value from wood ratio 100% OPT, 7% resin content wIlh 3.7 MPa.
Me8llWhie, the best value for Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) is from wood I1Itio
100% Acacia with 11%"'" content and value of MOE is 2427 Mfa. Then,
for Internal bond (18) result show that the highest value from wood ratio 100%
Acacia from 11% resin content with value 0.49 MPa and 1he lowest value
wood ratio 100% OPT 7% and 9% resin content with value 0.05 MPa. On the
physical properties. the best VIIIue of Thicknes SweIing (TS) from wood ratio
100% OPT (11% resin content) with value 7.98% n the less vatue from
wood ratio 100% Acaci8 (7% resin content) with value 13.89%. Then, the best
value of Water Ab8«ption (WA) from wood ratio 100% Acacia (9% resin
content) wah 62.24% and the ... value from wood IBIio 100% OPT (7% resin
content) with 81.38%. AI of the sample from mechaltic8I properties ect1ie'ved
the alderd compered ....,. from physical properties.
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